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Intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation of 19Ne
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Transition rates from the ground to selected states in19Ne have been measured by their gamma yield
following intermediate-energy radioactive ion beam Coulomb excitation. These are compared to corresponding
transitions in19F and to shell model calculations. An upper limit on the cross section of the 4.033 MeV state
places a limit on the transition rate and hence on total electromagnetic decay widthGg of this state, which is
of astrophysical interest. Combining the results with an upper limit on the lifetime of this state and shell model
calculations gives an estimate of its width.

PACS number~s!: 26.50.1x, 21.10.Ky, 25.70.De, 27.20.1n
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Electromagnetic transition rates in19Ne are of both theo-
retical and astrophysical interest~see Fig. 1!. A comparison
with 19F provides a test of isospin symmetry in a situati
where detaileds-d shell calculations are tractable@1#. Fur-
thermore, the transition rates can be directly related to le
widths that help determine the astrophysical reaction rat
the 15O(a,g)19Ne reaction. This rate determines the con
tions of temperature and density for break out of the
CNO cycle in explosive burning scenarios such as those
occur in nova explosions or in x-ray bursts. Such a break
leads to a flow process through proton rich nuclei and res
in an increased rate of energy production@2#.

The 4.033 MeV 3/21 state dominates this rate owing to i
proximity to energy threshold and the fact that it can
reached from the15O 1/22 ground state by an angular mo
mentum ofl 51. The gamma widthGg for the 4.033 MeV
state is much larger than the alpha widthGa @3–5#. In this
circumstance the reaction rate depends only on the excita
energy of the state, which is well known, and onGa , which
is poorly known. Given the value ofGg , one could obtain
Ga from a measurement of the branching ratioGa /Gg . Nei-
ther of these quantities is known at present, and estimate
the rate are based on the value ofGa for the analog of the
4.033 MeV state, located at 3.908 MeV in19F @5#. It has
been argued that such estimates are uncertain by as mu
an order of magnitude@6#.

We have determined reduced transition probabilities
volving four excited states in19Ne from theirg yields fol-
lowing intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation of radioa
tive 19Ne. The results are compared to corresponding st
in the mirror nucleus19F and to modernp-s-d shell model
calculations. The measurements yield an upper limit on
reduced transition probability for the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state,
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and combining this result with an upper limit on the lifetim
of the state and with the shell-model calculation yields
gamma width of 1225

19 meV.
The experiment was typical of radioactive-beam Coulo

excitation experiments at the National Superconducting
clotron Laboratory~NSCL! @7#. A primary beam of20Ne at
80 MeV/nucleon from the K1200 cyclotron impinged on
200 mg/cm2 9Be target. The fragmentation products we
analyzed with the A1200 fragment separator@8#, which pro-
vided 3.53104 19Ne ions per second at an energy of 55
60.3 MeV/nucleon. The beam was then delivered to a 5
mg/cm2 Au target located at the focus of the NSCL positio
sensitive NaI~Tl! array @9#. A fast-slow phoswich detecto
was placed downstream for positive identification of19Ne
ions deflected tou lab,5.0 deg; this arrangement selects io
with a minimum impact parameterbmin513.0 fm ~17.5 fm!
at the upstream~downstream! face of the target. The NaI~Tl!
array detected deexcitationg rays following inelastic scatter
ing in coincidence with the identified19Ne particles. The
position information from the NaI array was used for relat
istic Doppler correction of the measured photon energy.

A beam-frame photon spectrum, gated on19Ne particles,
promptsg-ray times for background reduction, and phot
multiplicity of one, are shown in Fig. 2. The deexcitatio
photon spectrum is complicated, owing to two factors. Fir
the decay of the individual states often involves no
negligible branches to other excited states, rather than
rectly to the ground state. Second, for the roughly 4 M
photons emitted from high-lying states of interest, there i
high probability for escape of annihilation photons followin
pair production.

To determine excitation probabilities,GEANT simulations
@10# were performed for theg rays that were expected to b
observed in the experiment. These simulations included
trinsic detector energy and position resolution and Dopp
effects. The simulations predicted photopeak efficiencies
8.10% and 4.28% for 0.898 and 1.836 MeV gamma ra
from a fixed source. To test the simulations, the efficiency
the array was measured with a standard88Y source, and the
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simulations agree with the measurement within the unc
tainty of the 88Y source strength. The simulations also a
equately described the observed spectral shape from the88Y
source@11#. We note that the simulations predict a phot
peak efficiency of 2.10% for 4.362 MeV gamma rays.

The decay from a given state was modeled by taking
appropriate linear combinations of the simulated spectra
ing experimental branching ratios reported for19Ne in Ref.
@3#. These branching ratios themselves have measurem
uncertainties, but the errors are correlated since the sum
the branching ratios must add up to 1. An error in the bran
ing ratios, then, would simultaneously overpredict o
branch and underpredict another, the net result bein
second-order systematic effect which is much smaller t
the statistical uncertainties in our measurement. The norm
izations of these summed, simulated spectra for each s
were then treated as free parameters in aMINUIT @12# x2

minimization to best fit the observedg-ray spectrum. The
simulated spectra for the decay of the 1.536, 1.616, 4.0
and 4.600 MeV states were used. All of these states coul
excited byE1, E2, or M1 modes. The 4.549 MeV stat
could be populated byE1 excitation, but it was not included
in the fit because the data for the analog state in19F indicated
it would have a cross section much smaller than the exp
mental sensitivity. The fit included two exponential functio
to model backgrounds. A broad Gaussian near 5.3 MeV
also required to fit the data; it may describe unresolved de
from Ex.5 MeV states for which littleg spectroscopic in-
formation is known@3#.

FIG. 1. Partial schematic energy level diagram for19Ne. Solid
vertical arrows indicate the Coulomb excitation~up! and subsequen
g decay~down! observed in the experiment. The numbers in ital
are the excitation cross sections measured in this experiment in
all other numbers~excitation energies in MeV, spins and paritie
and gamma relative branching ratios normalized to 100 for
strongest transition! are taken from the references. Dashed verti
arrows for the 4.033 MeV state indicate that these transitions w
not positively identified in this experiment. Dashed oblique arro
indicate thea decay branches to15O; the present work did no
measure these. Also shown are selected levels in the mirror nuc
19F with dashed lines identifying their analog states in19Ne. See
text for uncertainties and further details.
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The best fit spectrum is shown in Fig. 2, and the results
the analysis are reported in Table I. All cross sections
corrected for photon angular acceptance bias by integra
the angular distributions calculated@13# for the dominant
peak in the deexcitation spectrum. Based on the data for
1.554 MeV mirror state in19F, it was expected that theM1
contribution to the excitation cross section for the19Ne 1.536
MeV state would be three orders of magnitude lower th
that for E2 excitation@1,3#. Mixing ratios for deexcitation
DJ51,Dp50 transitions are not known. For the 1.536 Me
state, this introduces a systematic613% limit uncertainty. A
further correction is needed for thea decay branch of the
4.600 MeV state, for whichGa /G tot50.2560.04 @4#.
Nucleon or light-ion decay modes are not energetically p
sible from this state andb decay would be negligible, so th
a/g branching ratio can be determined from this value.

To extract the B(sl,1/2g.s.
1 →Jp) reduced transition prob

ability, given in Table I, the formalism of Winther and Alde
@13# as implemented in theRELEX code @14# was used to
calculate the expected cross section for unitB(sl) values,
and this was then compared to the measured values. Mid
get kinematic parameters ofb50.307, uc.m.,5.48 deg, and
bmin515.3 fm were used in these calculations. An unc
tainty of 0.2 deg in the incidence angle of the19Ne ions
introduces a systematic effect due to uncertainty inbmin .
There is also an uncertainty in the88Y source strength. To-
gether, these effects contribute a combined systematic un
tainty of 10%.

These transition rate measurements are compared to
isting data for 19Ne and also to analog states in the mirr
nucleus19F in Table I. Data for19Ne only exists for the19Ne
1.616 MeV state@3#, and the lifetime measurements of th
state following (a,n) @15# and (p,n) @15,16# reactions are
inconsistent with one another. These Doppler-shift atten
tion measurement~DSAM! experiments following light-ion
fusion-evaporation reactions would be unable to account
the effective lifetime of the gamma ray cascade feeding
states of interest, which would result in a larger appar
lifetime for the state. Hence, these transition rates should
regarded as lower limits.
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FIG. 2. Data points: energy spectrum of19Ne deexcitationg
rays following intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation observed
the beam frame of reference. Solid curve: best fit to data. Bro
curves: contributions to best fit from each of the four states inclu
in the fit; for the 4.033 MeV state, the curve shows the 2s upper-
limit yield. See text for details.
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TABLE I. Cross sections for excitation from the ground state and reduced transition probabilities
sured in this experiment. Reduced transition probabilities are reported in units of 1024 e2fm2 for E1, e2fm4

for E2, andmN for M1 transitions. The 1s errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. For the 4
MeV state, the reportedB(sl) is the 2s upper limit. In the cross-section measurements, the domin
systematic error comes from ambiguous angular distributions from mixedM1/E2 transitions; only in the case
of the 1.536 MeV state is this not negligible compared to the statistical error. Also shown are value
previous measurements for two low-lying states and data from analog transitions in19F, see text for details.

19Ne 19F

Eexc sl sexc B(sl,↑) B(sl,↑)
~MeV! Jp exc. ~mb! This work Other meas. Calc.a Meas. Calc.a

1.536 3/21 E2 23.660.363.1 7961618 93.4 50b 49.6
1.616 3/22 E1 2.160.3 186362 4.260.8c,d 962c

4.033 3/21 M1 20.2160.19 ,0.90e 0.045 0.044
E2 20.1960.17 ,0.64e 0.80 1.28

4.600 5/21 E2 4.260.3 206262 24.4 8b 7.0

0.238 5/21 E2 f f 12364c 132.8 64.360.8c 68.9
0.275 1/22 E1 f f 4962c 55.360.7c

aCalculated as discussed in text.
bDerived from Ref.@1#.
cFrom Ref.@3#.
dAdopted value from DSAM experiments that are not in agreement; see discussion in text.
eThese 2s limits assume unmixed transitions. Ford510.14, the measured cross section places simultane
limits of ,0.035mN on B(M1) and,0.61e2fm4 on B(E2).
fNot measurable in this experiment due to energy threshold effects.
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Table I also includes fulls-d shell model calculations fo
19Ne that are similar to those used in the analysis
19F(e,e8) data@1#, which used effectiveM1 andE2 opera-
tors as discussed in Ref.@17#. The agreement with the data
quite good. In particular the calculatedB(E2) values are
larger in 19Ne than 19F for s-d shell dominated transitions
which both agrees with experiment and with what one wo
expect since19Ne has two valence protons whereas19F has
just one@18#.

The 2s upper limit of the reduced transition probabilitie
for excitation of the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state from the ground
state can be used to place an upper limit on the width for
g branch to the ground state,Gg,g.s.. Knowing the measured
g branching ratios to excited states@3#, the total gamma
width Gg can be calculated.1 Since the decay is dominantl
electromagnetic,G.Gg . The upper limit on the excitation
cross section yields upper limits onGg of 430 meV ~0.34
meV! for excitation and subsequent decay by pureM1 (E2)
transitions. The mixing ratio d, where d2

}„B(E2)/B(M1)…Eg
2 is the ratio ofE2 andM1 partial tran-

sition rates, is not known. However,M1 dominance (d
;0) is consistent with DSAM, where a reported 2s upper
limit on lifetime corresponds to aGg.6.6 meV @19#. By

1The uncertainties in branching ratios are correlated and wo
introduce an additional;10% statistical uncertainty in the prese
measurement. Since the current data provide an upper limit,
effect is neglected in the discussion.
05280
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contrast,E2 dominance (udu;`) is inconsistent with the
DSAM data. Figure 3 demonstrates how the upper limit
Gg for the 19Ne 4.033 MeV 3/21 state varies depending o
the mixing ratiod. The gamma width is compared to th
DSAM measurement.E2 excitation generally dominate
intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation, so even a sm
E2 admixture would decrease the totalGg that would be
consistent with the current measurement. For example,

ld

is

FIG. 3. Curves delimit 2s upper and lower limits on the tota
gamma widthGg for the 4.033 MeV state from the present Co
lomb excitation~Coulex! and lifetime ~DSAM! data, respectively,
as a function of theE2/M1 mixing ratio for transitions to or from
the ground state. Hatched area indicates overlapping region os
confidence from both measurements. The data point is the v
expected for the matrix elements calculated as described in the
1-3
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udu50.03, the upper limit onGg is half that ford50, and for
udu50.23 the upper limit is the same as the lower limit d
rived from the DSAM measurement@19#. From a different
point of view, our results restrict this mixing ratio toudu
,0.23 for the decay of the 4.033 MeV state to the grou
state.

Before further discussion of our experimental results
the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state in19Ne, it is worth noting that this
state and its analog in19F have long eluded a straightforwar
shell-model description. In the original analysis of Ref.@1#, it
was concluded that the second 3/21 state in 19F at 3.908
MeV did not have a three-particle (3p) s-d shell configura-
tion but was more likely a five-particle, two-hole (5p-2h)
configuration with two nucleons excited from thep shell. In
the present work, the energy of the 5p-2h configuration for
the A519 mirror nuclei was calculated using the WB
Hamiltonian of Warburton and Brown@20#. The lowest
eigenstate of the 5p-2h configuration indeed hasJp53/21

and an excitation energy of 4.50 MeV, which is in reaso
able agreement with the experimental excitation energie
4.033 and 3.908 MeV in19Ne and 19F, respectively. How-
ever, theB(sl) values for pure 3p to 5p-2h excitations
vanish since they cannot be connected by a one-body e
tromagnetic operator. Mixing between the 5p-2h and 3p
configurations was calculated using the Kuo-BrownG matrix
for the off-diagonal interaction as a perturbation; the redu
transition probabilities reported in Table I were extract
from the matrix elements calculated for the resulting mix
wave function. It should be noted that for these reduced tr
sition probabilities, theM1 Coulomb excitation probability
in this experiment would be only 5% that of theE2 excita-
tion probability, but the corresponding partial gamma dec
width would be 50 times greater. The 5p-2h calculations
also yield matrix elements for decay of this 3/21 state to the
first excited 5/21 and 3/21 states. These branches would
20% and 55% as intense as the decay directly to the gro
state in19Ne, and 30% and 63% in19F. These compare wel
to the measured branching ratios@3#, suggesting that the
present model is reasonable and can be used to describ
second 3/21 state in theA519 mirror nuclei.

The results of the 5p-2h calculations may now be com
pared to our experimental results on the19Ne 3/21 state at
4.033 MeV. Taking the calculated matrix elements for t
5p-2h state and the observed excitation energy andg
branching ratios,Gg,5p2h522 meV andd5p2h510.14. This
point is plotted on Fig. 3. Furthermore, one may use
calculated value of the mixing ratiod along with the mea-
sured Coulex cross sections to better constrain the u
limit on Gg . As indicated in Table I, for the value ofd5p2h
from the calculations, the present experiment would lim
B(M1),0.035mN and B(E2),0.61 e2fm4, with a result-
ing limit of Gg,17 meV. For the decay of the correspondi
3.908 MeV state in19F, the 5p-2h calculations yieldGg
528 meV andd520.18. The gamma width of this state
19F has been reported asGg575225

1100 meV @21#, while angu-
lar distribution measurements@22# are stated to be consiste
with d;0, although this depends on an assumption that
feeding transition is itself a pure dipole transition.
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While the current measurement on its own only provid
an upper limit onGg , it can be considered with other data
provide an estimate ofGg . The present upper limit on the
gamma width,Gg6sG , and the DSAM measurement of th
lifetime, t6st , are two independent data points. If th
width of the state is treated as a free parameterGgp , then
there is an associated goodness-of-fit functionx2(Gp)
5@(Ggp2Gg)/sG#21@(\/Ggp2t)/st#

2 indicating how
well that parameter fits the Coulomb excitation and DSA
data. Minimizing this function determines the best estim
of the width, and finding the points at the minimum plus o
determines the 1s uncertainties. The mixing ratio is un
known, and the absolute lowestx2 occurs ford50, that is,
assuming pureM1 excitation and decay. This provides a
estimate of theGg width of the 19Ne 4.033 MeV state of
45233

1200 meV. For the purposes of stellar model calculatio
or for planning future experiments, it would be appropria
to constrain the experimental results further by adopting
mixing ratiod510.14 calculated in the 5p-2h shell model.
This lowers theGg upper limit from the Coulex data, yield
ing a better estimate ofGg51225

19 meV. Although this is the
best estimate based on all of the available data, it mus
noted that it does not take into account the uncertainty in
calculated mixing ratiod, which is itself difficult to estimate.
In this particular experiment, the estimated width varies
d21.8 in the vicinity of the calculation, so that an uncertain
of 5% in the mixing ratio calculation would increase th
upper limit on the estimate by 2 meV.

Measurements of the15O(a,g) reaction by accelerating
radioactive 15O ions on a gaseous helium target are be
planned for various radioactive beam facilities@23#. How-
ever, these experiments will be extremely difficult, requiri
high-intensity beams and extremely clean analysis syste
They are not assured of success. For this reason, there
attempts to measure the branching ratioGa /Gg for the decay
of the 4.033 MeV state following its formation in a reactio
@24#. These measurements are also difficult, and will s
require the previously unknown value ofGg to obtainGa .
The present data provide an estimate ofGg that can be used
along with branching ratio data to calculate the astrophys
reaction rate. In addition, the data provide guidance for
ture high-resolutiong spectroscopy studies. A measureme
of the mixing ratio for the19Ne 4.033 MeVg ray could
further constrain the values ofGg that are consistent with the
Coulomb excitation and lifetime data. Also, the current me
surement establishes a lower limit of 1.8 fs for the 4.0
MeV state that can be used to evaluate the feasibility
future DSAM experiments.

In conclusion, an intermediate-energy Coulomb excitat
measurement of the radioactive19Ne nucleus has been pe
formed. Reduced transition probabilities for excitations
selected states are reported and found to be in reason
agreement with expectations based on isospin symmetry
s-d shell model calculations. The upper limit on the excit
tion cross section of the 4.033 MeV 3/21 state yields an
upper limit of 430 meV if the transition is pure magnet
1-4
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dipole. Shell-model calculations with 5p-2h configurations
yield Gg,5p2h522 meV andd5p2h510.14. Using the ex-
perimental cross sections from the current experiment,
calculated mixing ratio, and the limits from a prior DSAM
experiment, the estimate of the total gamma width isGg

51225
19 meV.
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